
Exercise IO There is a missing word in each sentence. These missing words

are...

,bicycle uniform monorail

multiple tricolor absent

advance antibiotic collect

insert synchronize geography

Correctly use these words to till in the blank spaces. The first one is

an example.

1.

2.

3.

.4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9 .

If you want to be on time, you must synchronize all the clocks in the building.

The teacher told the boys to all the waste’ paper lying about after the

picnic.

My son is fond of riding a / an

Civilization has not during this century.

The company must anadvertisement in a newspaper.

Sunee did not like to study because she did not want to know about

the earth’s surface.

Nowadays, university students in Thailand do not’wear

When I spoke to him he looked at me in a / an

answer.

to class.

way but did not

I think that Bangkok should have a / an

Bangkok is so bad now.

soon because the traffic in

10. Anand  is a man of interests for he is always interested in many

things at the same time.

11. Penicillin is a / an which is used for destroying or preventing the

growth of bacteria.
,
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suffix Example

-er reader

-or calculator

-ist scientist

-ian technician

-ant accountant

-ent student

Exercise 11 Fill the blank spaces with the correct words. ) The first one is an
i

example.

1. A person who-studies is called a student.

2. A person who works in the field of science is called a

3. A person who works in the field of physics is called a

‘4. A person who works in a field is called a specialist.

5. A person who works in a field is called a technician.
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6. A person whose work is to inspect, keep, qr adjust accounts is called an

.

Verb

teach

write

drive

Noun

teacher

writer

driver

Meaning

a person who teaches

a person who writes

a person who drives

Exercise 72 Fill the blank spaces with the correc!  words.

Verb Noun Meaning

1. sing

2. manager

3. a person who dances

4. play

5. boxer

6 . a person who swims

7. run

8. speaker

9. a person who reads
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suffix -or &a,” - i s t  MUlu”n;l  WM rihGiuafh

Verb Noun Meaning

direct director a person who directs

‘) act actor a person who acts

guitar guitarist a person who plays a guitar

We typist a person who types

a pencil sharpener 20 a thing that sharpens pencils.

a heater &I a thing that heats.

a computer &I a machine that computes.

a coffee maker %I a machine that makes coffee.

lw"Pd"n~n~iiildlq~i fL.m8;7is4$7u6au  43  ur4~I~vuiu~4  ~lgd ~i3.z

-er  &&?ur&R&~&%~~d  suffix r3.i~  letter, dinner, chapter, feather ~flum”p

_.
Exercise 13 Give the meaning of the following words. The first one is an

example.

1. A foreigner is person who comes from a foreign country.

2. * A calculator is a thing that arithmetic problems.

3 . A worker is a person who

4. A is a person who bakes.

5 . A supplier is a person who

6. An is a person who observes things.

7. A is a person who helps others.
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8. A questioner is a person who
.

9. A is a person who listens.

10. A boxer is a person who

Noun or Adjective Verb

stimulus stimulate

deep deepen

identity identify

modern modernize

advertisement advertise

Meaning

quicken thought or feeling

to make deep

’to consider as the same

to bring up to date in style

to tell about publicly

Exercise 14 Fill the blanks spaces with the correct words.

Noun or Adjective

1. regular

2.

3. terrible

4 .

5. critical

Verb

dramatize

Meaning

make or become sad
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Noun or Verb Adjective Meaning

magic

diet

peace

romance

child

act

compulsion

fashion

reduce

affection

magical

dietary

peaceful

romantic

childish

active

compulsory

fashionable

affectionate

like magic

of diet

full of peace

like romance

like a child

able to do things

that must be done

following the fashion

that can be reduced

showing love

Exercise 15 In the following sentences, a base word is italicized. Fill in the

1.

2.

3.

4 .

5.

6.

blanks with a new word formed of this base word and a suifix.  The

first  one is an example.

This is Harold’s ancestral home. His ancestors have lived in this house for

700 years.

Mining is more important than agriculture in the south; the region is in

the north.

This book is fascinating and very ; I read it in one night.

America has few strong traditions, but eating turkey on Thanksgiving Day is

You can’t divide fifteen by two. Fifteen is only by five and three.

You can’t eat that kind of mushroom, but this kind is .
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7. Elizabeth still has hope though she has no reason to be

8. Don’t be because you are not a baby anymore; you have grown up

already.

9. The doctors held a consultation to decide whether an operation was

necessary, and this committee gave very helpful advice.

10. Her ideas always change. She is a sort of person.

0 I

Verb or Adjective

accurate

leak

ignore

explore

translate

confess

wise

father

serve

social

govern

soft

Noun Meaning

accuracy exactness or correctness

leakage the process of leaking

ignorance lack of knowledge

exploration exploring

translation translating

confession confessing

wisdom quality of being wise

fatherhood state of being a father

service being a servant

socialism the belief that the state should own

industries on behalf of the people

and that everyone should be equal

government governing

softness state of being soft
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Verb or Adjective Noun Meaning

friend friendship being friends

cruel cruelty cruel nature

Exercise 16 Look at the fol/owing  sentences and tell which italicized words are

nouns, verbs or adjectives? Write noun, verb or adjective in the blank

spaces. The first one is an example.

1. The conjurer uses magic to produce a rabbit from his hat. noun.

2. Sunaree is an eager worker, but sometimes her eagerness makes her

careless.

- 3. The farmers wanted to transport their corn to market, but they didn’t have

enough money to pay for transportation.

4 . Some words are written in italic type.

5. You must identify yourself at the door before you enter the ha!l.

6. This is Mrs. Nancy Reagan’s ancestral home.

7. The first time he went to their house, he received a princely welcome.

8 . The book is fascinating and very readable.

9 . He serves as a gardener and also as chauffeur,

10. She is a Catholic and goes to confession regularly.

11. Eating turkey on Thanksgiving is an American tradition.
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Noun suffix

crime -al

culture -al

editor -ial

music -al

dirt -Y

wealth -Y

courtesy -eous

ambition -ious

victory 4ou.s

joy -0u.s

danger -0us

fool -ish

child -ish

Adjective

criminal

cultural

editorial

musical

dirty

wealthy

courteous

ambitious

victorious

joyous

dangerous

foolish

childish

1

Exercise 17 In the following sentences, a base word is italicized.’ Fill in the

blank with a new word formed of this base word and a suftix.  Tell

whether this new word is a noun or an adjective. The first one is an

example.

1 . People should not disturb animals in the jungle. They help preserve nature,

so let them live in their natural state.

natural = adjective

2 . Look to your  manners, my boy, don’t be so and think only of yourself.

=

3 . I hate all of his novels with the of his last. The last one is exceptional.

=
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4. The top of the mountain was covered with

=

5. Kongrit is a good mechanic. He can do all

=

There was a ctoudy  sky.

work very well.

6. Though he was a famous  scientist, he was not eager for .

=

7. Though Saijai was not foolish, she was enough to believe him.

=

8. The majority of their people earn their living by manual labor;  for example,

farming is a j o b .

9. Most of the merchants are very

=

. They are as clever as a fox.

IO. The furnishings of a room should be in . The furnishings of this room

harmonize beautifully.

=

WWrd.Xi  suffix Y?~n~~~LIJ~Uldp117uDIu*lelY’il~~7~LijW~~~~Li  LAsiu

suffix Meaning Example

-ful full of hopeful (full of hope)

careful (full of care)

sorrowful (full of sorrow)

successful (full of success)

-less without hopeless (without hope)

careless (without care) ‘

useless (without use)

childless (without children)
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suffix I Meaning Example

-able
I

able to

-ness state of being

usable (able to be used)

changeable (able to be changed)

understandable (able to be understood)

countable (able to be counted)

happiness (state of being happy)

quietness (state of being quiet)

likeness (state of being like)

carelessness (state of being careless)

Exercise 18 Read the given sentences and circle the correct answer. The first

one is an example.

1. Dictionaries are very for students because students can use them to

find the meanings, the correct spelling, and the correct pronunciation of

words.

01. useful 2. careless

3. useless 4. understandable

2. Some families are because the wife and husband decide not to have

children.

1. successful 2. happiness

3. useful 4. childless

3 .  A c a r i s if it will not start.

1. careless 2. usable

3. careful 4. Useless

4 . Dr. Don’s lectures are always because he speaks clearly and explains

everything very carefully.
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1. usable 2. usefulness

3. happiness 4 . understandable

5. Many mistakes are the result of

1. carelessness 2. happiness
*

3. carefullness 4. successful

6. We cannot drink this polluted water, but it is for washing.

1. useless 2. careless

3. usable 4 . careful

7. A student is a student who does well in all his or her classes.

1. careless 2. successful

3. useless 4 . childless

8. A driver obeys all of the traffic rules.

1. careless 2. careful

3. useful 4 . useless

9. This duty is to me. I don’t like it.

1. careful 2 . fateless

3. painful 4 . careless

10. He works very hard without getting tired. He is a

1. tireful 2. tireless

3 . hopeful 4 . hopeless

worker.
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Noun

nature

danger

digit

number

expense

action

fame

Adjective

natural

dangerous

digital

numerous

expensive

active

famous

Exercise 19 Look at the sentences and tell whether the italicized word is a noun,

1.

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

a.

9 .

IO

a verb, or an adjective by writing noun, verb, or adjective in the given

space. The first one is an example.

He has a large colection‘of  stamps. noun

The scientist forms a hypothesis.

Computers can solve mathematical problems.

Picasso is a famous artist.

Our calculations are always accurate.

Bruce Lee is a famous movie star.

The observerwill  watch you.

What is the correct form of this word?

Pollution is a problem in our city.

This is a basic English class.
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suffix &I~d~~~~W~l~~L~~~  %I -ly $1 adjective ‘Lw”L%4  adverb

Adjective

able

suitable

new

awry

memorable

happy

nice

bad

kind

Adverb

ably

suitably

newly

angrily

memorably

happily

nicely

badly

kindly

adverb

Noun

hour

day

week

month

year

annual

Adverb

houtiy
d

daily

weekly

monthly

yearly

annually

Exercise 20 Fill in the blanks with the given words. The first one is an example.

1. Mrs. Simpson is a kind woman; she always speaks kindly to me. (kind I kindly)
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2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

a .

9 .

Sam turned his face to me because he was very with

me. (angry I angrily)

I saw Tom a ago, but somebody told me that he comes

here lday / daily)

You must behave to me because today is a day.

(nice / nicely)

George must travel by train twenty days a

buy tickets. (month / monthly)

, so I advised him to

I advise you to go if you are enough. (strong I

strongly)

John and Lisa smile since their marriage has always been a

one. (happy,/ happily)

This room has change furniture because we have just brought

a one. (new I newly)

Roger was an man; he always made himself

(invisible / invisibly)

10. Smoking is prohibited around here, and this kind of

rule makes everybody happy. (strict / strictly)

I I. Very few people like to listen to music because nowadays nobody can

play it (classical / classically)

Roots
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Stem

-onym-

-gene-

-vis-, -vid-

-audi-

-femin-

-liber-

-uni-

-vari-

-ethmi-

>-ethno-

-physi-

-clude-

‘Meaning

name

family

see

hear

woman

free

one

different, change

race, nation

people

body, nature

close

Example

anonymous

genetics

invisible

audience

feminist

liberal

union

variety

ethnic

physical

conclude



Exercise 21 Use the example words to fill the blank spaces correctly. The first

1.

2.

A letter without the sender’s name on it is a / an anonymous letter.

A group of people from the same country or culture is a 1 an

group.

3. When there are many different things to choose from, you have a / an

4 .

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

of choices.

A /An is a group ofpeople who come to listen to something.

Something we cannot see is

When a doctor examines your body, it is called a / an

examination.

Some parents are very ; they allow their children to do whatever .

they want.

A trade is an organization of different workers who join together to

form one large group.

We cannot our study until we have all the information.

one is an example.

IO. A /An is a person who believes in women’s rights.

11. The study of explains why members of the same family are

similar to each other.
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Prefix Stem suffix

super + -vis- + -or = supervisor

+
(over)

+
(noun) = a person who watches over workers

Stem

-fact, -fect-

-manu-

-nom-

-gress-,  -grad-

-dict-

-duct-

-cap-, -cep-

-ten-

-pend-

-auto-

-bio-

-crat-

-phone-

-scope-

-graph-

Meaning

make

hand

name

move forward

say

lead

fake

hold, have

hang

self

life

rule

sound

see
*

write

Example

factory, perfect

manuscript

nominee

progress, degrade

dictator, diction

conduct, reduce

capture, accept

retentive, detain

depend

automatic

biology

autocrat

telephone

telescope

graphic

86
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Exercise 22 Correctly use the example words to fill in the blank spaces. The tirst

1.

2.

3.

4 .

5.

6 .

7.

8.

9 .

one is an example.

A building where goods are made especially by machinery is called a I an

factory.

Komsak works at TV. Channel 7 as a I an artist.

A book as first written out or typed is called a / an

A tube-like instrument with lenses for making distant objects appear nearer

and larger is a I an

This advertisement will the attention of readers everywhere.

A person who is suggested for an office or appointment is called a / an

Noi  likes a / an car because it is easy to operate.

A ruler with unlimited power is called a / an

I believe that my dear son will make in his studies in the near

future.

10. This question needs not us long; it can be settled quickly.

11. A person who has obtained absolute authority by force or in an irregular way

isalan

Zirilin%w~@B~fi%8Gi?  unexceptional 9z:wG~~sznau&a?u  prefix un-

ukdl  not, ex- ~L~FI$ out $ capere tflu root &YJI~JMUI~~I to have ttRZ$

suffix - ion &i7!1%%% noun &u’;lm%&~~  suffix - al h'L%il 1 &flu adjective $

A91.3JVIa.llU~l  not uncommon or unusual

Prefix Stem suffix

un+ e x  + capere + -ion + -al = unexceptional

(n& (ost)  i!  t *(to ave) (no n) ( dj.) = an adjective MB1lfJfT3lU~l

not uncommon or unusual
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Stem

-capit-

-fer-

-homo-

-junct-

-mist-, -mit-

-log-

-mand-

-astron-

-chrome-

-dent-

-micro-

-pysche-

-tele-

-spect-

-polt-

Meaning

head

carry

same

join

send

speech

order

star

color

tooth

small

mind

far off

look

carry

Example

capital

refer, offer

homosexual

conjunction

admit, promise

dialog

command

astronomy

chromosome

dentist

microscope

psychology

telegram

inspect

portable

Exercise 23 Correctly use the example words to fill in the blank spaces. The first

one is an example.

1. What is the capita/ of the United States of America?

Washington D.C. is.
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2. I would like to buy a / an typewriter so that I can carry it to my office.

3. If you want to attend a play you must first buy a ticket that will you to

the theater to see the performance.

4 . If you look into matters carefully, as in examining items prior to shipping, you

could say that you them.

5. If you have a problem with your teeth, you should go to see the

6 . is the science of the sun, moon, stars and planets.

7. The between the two Prime Ministers has very impressive.

8. I don’t want you to to this matter again. Please stop now.

9. My friend sent me a to tell me that I had passed my exam.

10. You must do as I you.

11.  A /an is an instrument with lenses for making very small near

objects appear larger.

ns7?%uea~~“i61nw7%~~~*~~~~  reproduction ?& prefix re- Lblhil  again

L&I  back pro- LLdaal  forward URZ!  root ducere Ul1lnill~lkh  LIJkdl  to

lead 2 suffix -tion  &I%!!%&%  noun ihalu%Ia.Jludl  process of producing

again I&I  something made by producing again

Prefix Stem suffix

re-, pro ducere -tion = reproduction

(agiin, fodard)  (leid) i(n un) = process of producing again,
I

something made by pro-

ducing again
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Stem Meaning

-agre- farm

-cede- 90

-chron- time

-stat- stand

-plic- fold

-vent- come

-scrib-,  scrip- write

-logy- study of

-geo- earth

-volve- roll

-pas-,  -pon- Put

-mono- one

Example

agricultural, agrobiology

proceed, recede

chronology, chronicle

status, station

implicate, complicate

prevent, invent

transcript, inscribe

psychology, astrology

geology, geobotany

revolve, devolve

component, position

monologue, monotony

Exercise 24 Correctly use the given words to fill in the blank spaces. The first

one is an example.

agricultural monopoly inscribe

invention position geography

implication station revolving

proceeding psychology

1. Geography is not a difficult subject.

2. Thailand is an country.

3. What is the of this statement?

4. One of the soldiers was out of his
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5. The of the telephone made communication faster and easier.

6. What is the best way of ?

7. In many countries tobacco is a government

8. This theatre has a stage.

9. I am sorry that I am not in a to help you.

10. Johny his name in his book.

11. is the study of the mind and its processes.
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